Abstract| We introduce and analyze a new class of non-linear lters called permutation weighted order statistic (PWOS) lters. These lters extend the concept of weighted order statistic (WOS) lters, in which lter weights associated with the input samples are used to replicate the corresponding samples, and an order statistic is chosen as the lter output. PWOS lters replicate each input sample according to weights determined by the temporal-order and rank-order of samples within a window. Hence, PWOS lters are in essence time-varying WOS lters. By varying the temporal-rank order information used in selecting the output, for a given observation window size, we obtain a wide range of lters that are shown to comprise a complete lattice structure. At the simplest level in the lattice, PWOS lters reduce to the well-known WOS lter, but for higher levels in the lattice, the obtained selection lters can model complex nonlinear systems and signal distortions. It is shown that PWOS lters are realizable by a N! piecewise linear threshold logic gate where the coe cients within each partition can be easily optimized using stack lter theory. Simulations are included to show the advantages of PWOS lters for the processing of image and video signals.
I. Introduction
The use of nonlinear lters can signi cantly enhance signal processing performance in a wide variety of applications where the systems are inherently nonlinear or when the underlying random processes are non-Gaussian. To this end, order statistic (OS) lters have been successfully applied in signal processing to overcome many of the di culties associated with non-Gaussian signals, particularly with impulsivetype noise and interference. Order statistic lters encompass a large number of lter structures that exploit, in some sense, the information provided by the relative ranking of the input data as well as in their temporal ordering. Although in many signal processing applications a linear combination of the order-statistics leads to highly e ective lter structures, there are important applications where the averaging e ects of linear combinations are not desired. For instance, in the processing of signals with non-stationary mean levels and with abrupt changes, linear combination operations are not suitable since these lead to unavoidable blurring. Image and video signals are examples of such processes where important visual cues are provided by edges and ne detail. In order to preserve signal edges and detailed structures, order-statistic lters that constrain the output value to be identical to one of the input samples have been used with high success 19]. Several selection OS lter structures have been proposed to date. The class of weighted order statistic (WOS) lters is one such class that has gained popularity due to its simplicity of implementation 4, 6, 20] The class of stack lters generalizes the concept of linear threshold gates inherent in WOS lters by allowing polynomial threshold logic gates 6]. These, in turn, correspond to positive Boolean functions; thus, stack lters are based on a truth table representation of positive Boolean functions and the threshold decomposition architecture. While an N long WOS lter is described by N + 1 parameters, a corresponding general stack lter is described by the 2 N elements of a truth table representation. Moreover, it has been shown that the performance of WOS lters in many applications cannot be improved by a general stack lter. Thus, a WOS lter is often the stack lter of choice. Stack and WOS lters, however, are based on the fundamental principle of threshold decomposition, where the lter operations are e ectively performed independently on a set of thresholded signals, without the use of cross-level information. Such limitation con nes the usefulness of WOS and stack lters to a restricted set of problems, such as the removal of outliers. In more demanding tasks, such as the restoration of image signals corrupted by interferences with speci c spectral content, WOS and stack lters fail to provide accurate reconstructions. The limitations of stack and WOS lters have motivated a number of researchers to de ne more powerful order-statistic type lters capable of addressing the more demanding lter tasks. Generalized stack lters, and the corresponding generalized weighted order statistic (GWOS) lters, are two lter classes addressing these issues, both of which extend the threshold decomposition architecture to include cross-level links 16, 17]. Another lter class recently introduced that addresses these issues is the class of selection permutation lters 1]. While this last class has been shown to overcome the limitations of WOS and stack lters, its implementation is computationally expensive, since N! possible permutations must be taken into account in deciding the lter's output value. Approaches that combine ranking or thresholding with linear operations can also be found in 13, 17, 18].
In this paper, we introduce a exible and modular lter class that de nes a lter lattice structure, denoted as Permutation Weighted Order Statistic (PWOS) lters. At the simplest level in the lattice, PWOS lters reduce to simple WOS lters, but at higher levels in the lattice the obtained selection-type lters can address more complicated distortion processes while still preserving the ne signal or image details.
Permutation weighted order statistic lters are selectiontype lters that generalize WOS estimates by incorporating into the ltering process both the rank and time information characterized by L j`k permutation indicators 2]. While WOS lters weight (replicate) input samples according to temporal order, independently of rank order, PWOS lters weight (replicate) samples according to weights determined by the temporal order and rank order of samples within a window. Much like with C or L` lters and L j` lter lattices, the joint use of time and order information allows the elaboration of modular, versatile, and e ective selection-type estimates 2, 3, 7] . It will be shown that PWOS lters are realizable by an N! piecewise linear threshold logic gate where the coe cients within each partition can be easily optimized using stack lter theory. The class of Combination Weighted Order Statistic (CWOS) lters, is then introduced in order to reduce the computational complexity of PWOS lters. The performance of the proposed set of lters is then tested in the restoration of a noisy digital video sequence. Suppose that we want to characterize the ranks of two input samples, x i and x i+1 . If the rank indicator vector for x i , R i , is given, then we can form an additional indicator vector for x i+1 that does not contain the information provided in R i . This vector, denoted by R 1 i , is the N ?1 length reduced indicator vector formed by removing the r th i element from R i+1 . Thus, R i gives the rank of x i and R 1 i gives the rank of x i+1 , given that we know the rank of x i already. We can extend this concept to more than two samples. Associated with the 
where the elements are constrained to take on positive real values. These vectors are then stacked to form the PWOS weight vector 
formed by the N rank-permutation indicator vectors and where 0 is a P j N long null vector. Hence, the output is calculated by duplicating each input sample x i by the corresponding weight (W j i ) T P j i , which depends on the ranking characteristics of the samples x i ; x i 1 ; : : :; x i (j?1) , sorting the resulting array of points, and then choosing the W 0 th 0 largest value from the sorted vector. The PWOS ltering structure constitutes, in essence, a time-varying WOS lter where the varying coe cients adjust to the rank and time ordering characteristics of the input samples. Figure 1 depicts the structure of a PWOS j] lter. Note that in the above formulation, the PWOS 0] lter reduces to the WOS lter, where the lter weights for each sample x i are assigned the same value regardless of the observation permutation. In the PWOS N ? 1] lter, the complete mapping from location to rank for all samples in the observation vector is used to assign the weights, making it equivalent to the Permutation Filter introduced by Barner 
From (5), we see that for j = 1, P 1 i = R i . Therefore, the weights obtained for the replication of the input samples are computed via (W 1 ) T P 1 which evaluates to Next, let us consider the case where the weights take on positive real values. It has been shown through threshold decomposition that the weights of WOS lters need not be integers, only positive 6]. This is also true for PWOS lters. In this case, the PWOS lter output is calculated by rst computing the N weights to be applied to the input vector x by the selection procedure (W j ) T P j . Subsequently, starting from the higher end of the sorted set, add the corresponding weights until the sum is greater or equal to the threshold W 0 . The output of the PWOS lter is the sample corresponding to the last weight. As an example, consider the following PWOS ltering operation: We next add up the corresponding weights from the sample 255 until we obtain a sum equal to or greater than the threshold 0:42. The output is found as 63.
B. Permutation WOS Filters Based On Rank and Location Ordering
The PWOS j] lter formulation can be extended to the case were a permutation indicator not only speci es the ranks of consecutive time samples, but also speci es the temporal location of an additional set of rank-order samples. Permutation lters using these rank/location indicators are denoted as PWOS j; k], where j and k refer to the number of consecutive time and order samples taken into account. In certain cases, these locations may provide more information about the overall mapping from location to rank in the observation vector than would additional ranks.
Recall that the rank permutation indicator P j i speci es the ranks of x i ; x i 1 ; :::; x i (j?1) ], where the rank information and location information are implicitly linked to each other. This coupling occurs because if we know that r i = , then location( ) = i is implied automatically. Hence, the vector is the k th sample away from x (ri) in x r that is not coupled by P j i . In the formulation of (18), we always address samples from left to right and in a circular fashion if the end of the vector is reached. The purpose behind the vector x i and x i r is to avoid any redundancies.
In this context, the L j`k permutation indicators are determined according to the location permutation of x (ri m1) ; x (ri m2) ; : : :; x (ri m (k?1) ) ] combined with the rank permutation of x i ; x i 1 ; :::; x i (j?1) ]. More speci cally, we de nè (i;k) and L (i;k) respectively as the location parameter and the location indicator of x (ri mk) in the x i , for k = 1; 2; : : :; N?j. The reduced location indicator of x (ri mk) , denoted as L k (i) , is obtained by removing the`t h (i;1) ;`t h (i;2) ; : : :;`t h (i;k?1) elements from L (i;k) . Hence, the location permutation of x (ri m1) ;
x (ri m2) ; ; x (ri mk?1) ] is then characterized by the location indicator, P j;k?1 (ri) , de ned as the P k?1 j long vector
which is referred to as the uncoupled location permutation indicator. Finally, we merge both indicators, P j i and P j;k?1 to obtain the uncoupled rank-location permutation indicator vector for the i th sample x i as P j i P j;k?1 (ri) . The next example is given to further illustrate the concepts just described. 
Then the rst two equations in (23) are used in de ning the uncoupled location permutation indicator P 2;2 (r1) written as (25) The other rank-location permutation indicators for x 2 ; x 3 ; ; x 6 , also can be found in a similar way.
The uncoupled rank-location permutation indicator vectors P j i P j;k?1 
The vectors P j i P j;k?1 (ri) are the uncoupled rank-location indicators described in (5) and (19) . The replication of the input samples now depends on the rank locations of the samples x i ; x i 1 ; :::; x i (j?1) and of the temporal location of the x (ri m1) ; x (ri m2) ; : : :; x (ri mk?1) for i = 1; : : :; N.
From the formulation of PWOS j; k] lters, it can be seen that PWOS j; 1] lters are identical to PWOS j] lters. This is due to the fact that PWOS j] lters inherently use the temporal location of the ordered sample x (ri) corresponding to x i . This can be readily veri ed in the uncoupled location indicators in (19) where setting k = 1 collapses the temporal indicator vector to a scalar of value one. It should also be noted that PWOS j; k] lters where j + k = N, use all the available information of the underlying permutation due to the link between rank-order and temporal-order information. Thus, all PWOS j; k] lters such that j + k = N are equivalent. In the next section, we describe how the relationship among all the PWOS j; k] lters comprise a complete lter lattice structure.
C. PWOS Filter Lattices
A fundamental property of the WOS lter class is that in the threshold decomposition domain, the WOS ltering operation reduces to a linearly separable positive Boolean function realizable by a threshold logic gate 6, 9]. Similarly, a stack lter is realizable by a positive Boolean functions in the thresholded domain. Although positive Boolean functions are not, in general, linearly separable, they are separable by an N th order N variable polynomial. These thresholded domain descriptions yields valuable insight into the of WOS and stack ltering processes. Thus, it is natural to search for an equivalent threshold representation for PWOS lters. It is shown here that in the threshold decomposition domain, PWOS lters are described by a N! piecewise linear threshold gate. Moreover, the N! piecewise linear threshold gate is progressively constrained as j + k decreases, resulting in a lattice structure for the class of PWOS lters.
To investigate the behavior of PWOS lters, we make use of the fact that PWOS lters are essentially WOS lters with time{varying weights. The weights applied during the PWOS ltering process depend on which of the N! possible permutation partitions the input vector lies in. That is, the N weights used to obtain an estimate depend on the permutation (ordering) of the input samples x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x N . Given this ordering, the weights are xed and the ltering operation is realizable (in the threshold decomposition domain) by a linear threshold gate. Since the number of permutations is N! and a common threshold (W 0 ) is used for all permutations, any PWOS lter can be realized by a N! piecewise linear threshold gate. Such piecewise linear threshold gates have been used previously in the context of pattern recognition and classi cation 11].
The degree to which the sections of the piecewise linear threshold gate are independent is determined by the amount of temporal{order and rank{order information used by the PWOS lter. For a PWOS j; k] lter with j + k = N, each of the N! sections of the piecewise linear threshold gate can be optimized independently. As j + k decreases, however, weights are shared between sections of the piecewise linear threshold gate. This sharing of weights results in a PWOS lter that is progressively constrained as j + k decreases. In the most restrictive case, the weights in all N! partitions are restricted to be identical and the resultant lter collapses to a simple linear threshold gate, or a WOS lter.
In order to illustrate this concept, consider a window width 3 PWOS j] lter. In this case, there are six possible permutations: (I) x 1 x 2 x 3 ; (II) x 1 x 3 < x 2 ; (III) x 2 < x 1 x 3 ; (IV ) x 2 x 3 < x 1 ; (V ) x 3 < x 1 x 2 ; (V I) x 3 < x 2 < x 1 :
For the PWOS 1] lter case, the weight vector W 1 contains 9 elements W 1 = w 1(1) ; w 1(2) ; w 1(3) j w 2(1) ; w 2(2) ; w 2(3) j w 3(1) ; w 3(2) ; w 3(3) ] with the weight w i(k) applied to the x 0 i th sample if its rank is k. For instance, the sample x 1 is replicated w 1(1) times if and only if the input vector lies either in partition (I) or partition (II). Similarly, it can be seen that if the input vector lies either in partition (III) or partition (IV ), the weight applied to x 1 is constrained to be the same (i.e. w 1 (2) ). This weighting pattern extends to all samples x 1 ; x 2 ; and x 3 where the weight applied to x i is constrained to be equal in at least two partitions. Thus, the PWOS 1] lter is realizable by a constrained N! piecewise linear threshold gate. If we increase the parameter j to 2, it is simple to see that the weights of the threshold gates within each partition can be selected independently.
In For an observation vector of size N, the PWOS j; k] ltering framework de nes a wide variety of lters where each lter uses di erent rank and temporal ordering information. As expected, the set of lters are coupled to each other. Next, we develop an ordered structure for the set of window size N PWOS lters. Let P = f(PWOS) 1 ; (PWOS) 2 ; (PWOS) 3 ; 3s : : :; (PWOS) N g, where (PWOS) i stands for the set of PWOS j; k] lters with j + k = i and j 0; k 1. We will
show that the set P constitutes a Complete Lattice. That is, the set P is a well-de ned poset that has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound for any two elements of P.
Furthermore, there exists a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound for P and every subset of P. For this reason, we refer to the set P as a Permutation Weighted Order Statistic Filter Lattice. Before describing the PWOS lter lattice properties, we introduce some basic notation. A poset (partially ordered set) is a set equipped with an ordering relation, denoted as , and obeying the well-known conditions for the elements x; y; z of a set:
(I) x x (re exivity) (II) x y and y x imply x = y (antisymmetry) (III) x y and y z imply x z (transitivity): The order relation is a binary relation that represents an inequality between two numbers, set inclusion, or an information inclusion relation. For instance, we can say 0 1, or f1; 2; 3g f0; 1; 2; 3; 5g.
The de nition of a lattice requires the concept of an upper bound and a lower bound of a poset. Let P be a poset and S P. An element x 2 P is an upper bound of S if s x for all s 2 S. The set of all upper bounds of S is denoted by S u . Thus, S u = fx 2 Pjs x; 8s 2 Sg: A lower bound is de ned dually, and S l denotes the set of all lower bounds of S. Furthermore, if S u has a least element, then it is called the least upper bound, or supremum, of S, and is denoted by supS. Dually, we can de ne the greatest lower bound, or in mum, of S, which is denoted by infS. Notationally, x _ y and x^y denote supfx; yg and inffx; yg, respectively. A non-empty poset P is called a lattice if x _ y and x^y exist in P for all x; y 2 P. Moreover, if supS and infS exist in P for all S P, then P is called a complete lattice. Lastly, a covering relation is de ned as follows. Let P be an ordered set and x; y 2 P. We say x covers y (or, y x) if y < x and y z < x implies z = y. The latter condition is demanding that there be no element z of P with y < z < x. Similarly, y x will be used to represent y covers x.
One of the most useful features of a poset or a lattice is that, in the nite case, they can be drawn to visualize the entire structure of the set. In a diagram of a poset, two elements in a poset are depicted by circles and connected by a straight line if one covers the other. If x covers y, the circle representing x is above the circle representing y, and the
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PWOS [1, 2] PWOS [2, 3] PWOS [1, 3] PWOS [1, 4] PWOS [2, 4] PWOS [1, 5] PWOS [2, 2] PWOS [2, 1] PWOS [1] PWOS [3, 1] PWOS [4, 1] PWOS [5, 1] PWOS [4, 2] PWOS [3, 2] PWOS [3, 3] PWOS [6] (permutation filter) two circles are connected by a line segment. Based on these de nitions, the lattice structure of the set of permutation lters can be constructed. Starting with the PWOS j] lters, it is easy to see that the constraints on the weights applied to each sample x i are relaxed as j increases. It follows that the weights of a PWOS j] lter can be selected such that it is made identical to a PWOS j ? 1] 
for j 1 j 2 and k 1 > k 2 , and for j 1 > j 2 and k 1 k 2 . Thus, the class of PWOS j; k] lters constitutes an ordered set with a greatest lower bound (PWOS 0]) and a least upper bound (PWOS N?1]). Consequently, PWOS j; k] lters comprise a complete lattice 8], and as such, can be depicted in a lattice diagram. Figure 3 depicts a PWOS j; k] lter lattice for N = 7, where the in mum (WOS lter) and the supremum (permutation lter 1]) are clearly shown. From (29) and Fig. 3 , it is clear that PWOS j] lters also constitute a lattice, which is a sub-lattice of the PWOS j; k] lter lattice. The lattice structure of PWOS lters illustrates the modularity of this lter class. While a lter in the lower region of the lattice may su ce for simple applications, a lter in higher regions of the lattice is more desirable for more di cult estimation problems. These concepts will be demonstrated in the simulations section.
III. Combination WOS Filters For Complexity Reduction
Perhaps the most signi cant shortcoming of PWOS lters is the number of parameters, or weights, required for large window sizes or large values of j + k. For example, a PWOS 2; 2] lter for a window size of N = 11 has 11 11 10 9 = 10; 890 weights. Besides the obvious memory requirements, the lter may also be di cult to train using adaptive algorithms, requiring many iterations to adequately train all of the weights. In practice, some weights may never be updated in the adaptive training process. Clearly, a subclass of lters that possesses the desirable attributes of the class of PWOS lters yet has fewer parameters to train and store would be quite valuable. In this section, we de ne the set of Combination Weighted Order Statistic (CWOS) lters, which weight (replicate) samples in an observation vector according to a weight de ned by the combination of ranks and locations of samples within a window. Thus, the number of parameters grows with the number of combinations of rank/temporal order samples taken into account rather than with the number of permutations.
Fundamental to the understanding of CWOS lters is the concept of combination indicators, introduced in 2]. These vectors provide an e cient and convenient representation of the mapping from the (temporally ordered) observation vec- 
The vector A j i characterizes the rank combination of j consecutive samples, where the locations of the j non-zero elements in A j i identify the ranks of the samples x i ; x i 1 ; : : :;
x i (j?1) in a non-unique manner; that is, the ranks for the set of j samples is known but the rank of each sample individually is not.
As an example, consider a rank combination indicator associated with x i for j = 2. The rank combination indicator would be the same for the case r 1 = ; r 2 = as it would for the case r 1 = ; r 2 = . Thus, the rank combination indicator groups together j! permutations. A combination tree structure can be used to represent the set of all possible combinations of j ranks for N samples. An example is shown in Figure 4 . An index into the combination The CWOS 0] lter reduces to the WOS lter, where the lter weights for each sample x i are assigned the same value regardless of the observation combination. The CWOS 1] lter is equivalent to the PWOS 1] lter, since the number of permutations of one sample is the same as the number of combinations of one sample. Note that for a given window size N and lter parameter j, the CWOS j] lter requires Nj! fewer weights than the corresponding PWOS j] lter.
For the sake of brevity, we have not described the design of CWOS j; k] lters, where the weights are speci ed by a set of j ranks and by the information provided by the temporal locations of k ? 1 order statistics. This development follows directly from that of PWOS j; k] and CWOS j] lters. A more detailed description of these estimators can be found in 21].
IV. Optimization of PWOS Filters As we described earlier, a PWOS lter can be implemented by a constrained N! piecewise linear threshold gate, where within each partition of the lter's domain, its output is determined by a single threshold gate. Thus, PWOS lters can be analyzed locally within each partition using the concept of threshold decomposition. Threshold decomposition is an important characteristic utilized in the optimization of stack and WOS lters 12]. Traditionally, threshold decomposition assumes that the underlying random processes are quantized to a nite number of levels. While this assumption is valid in some applications, it precludes the analysis of real-valued signals. To overcome this limitation, the concept of threshold decomposition has been generalized to allow for the decomposition of real-valued signals 5, 13]. The threshold decomposition of real-valued signals formulated in 5] is of particular interest since it closely resembles the widely-used integer domain threshold decomposition and optimization 12]. Using the real-value domain threshold decomposition, we can thus express the output of a PWOS lter as the sum of N + 1 binary lters. Each of these binary lters uses a selected set of lter weights to produce a linear combination of an extended binary input vector, which is then compared against a threshold value.
Assume that x(n) is an observation vector of non-negative, real-valued samples 2 . Given the N long window of observation samples, the estimate of a desired signal,d(n), is found asd (n) = W 0 th 0 Largest ? x T (n) 3 (W j ) T P j (n) : (38) where we have appended the time index \n" to the observation vector and the permutation indicator vector. To simplify the notation and gain insight into the optimization of PWOS lters, we de ne the N-length weight vector W(n) as
The estimate of the desired signal can now be written aŝ
This shows that the PWOS estimate of the desired signal has the same form as the WOS-lter estimate. In fact, the PWOS is essentially a WOS lter with time-varying weights that depend upon the mapping from time to rank of samples within a window. Because the ltering operation shown in (40) has the same form as the WOS lter for a given window of samples, threshold decomposition, the stacking property, and other techniques developed for the analysis and optimization of WOS lters can be applied to their optimization.
To this end, we can decompose the observation vector x(n) into a binary vector, X R (n), whose elements are 
Next, we de ne the extended weight vector asW(n) = ( W T (n); W 0 ) T and the extended observation vectorX R (n) = ((X R (n)) T ; ?1) T , then by threshold decomposition, the estimate of the desired signal isd
Using the threshold decomposition formulation, we can now develop PWOS optimization methods. Decomposing the desired signal d(n) in the same way as the estimate, the error between the desired signal and the estimate d (46) At each binary level, the absolute error is equal to the squared error; therefore, the above can be written as
(47) We want to nd the weight vectorW opt (n) that minimizes equation (46), subject to the constraint that all the weights satisfyW opt i 0:
(48) At this point we can use, locally within each partition of the lter's domain, any of the optimization methods developed for WOS lters. The adaptive optimization developed in 5] is particularly attractive due to its simplicity. The adaptive PWOS algorithm can then be written as
(50) for i = 1; 2; : : :; N and where P ] is the projection operator, P X] = X; if X 0; 0; otherwise (51) and is the adaptation stepsize. Thus, when the lter output is less than the desired signal, those weights corresponding to the observation samples that are larger than the lter output are incremented. Conversely, when the lter output is larger than the desired signal, the weights corresponding to the observation samples that are larger than the lter output are decremented. The threshold (W 0 ) is decremented if the lter output is smaller than the desired signal and incremented if the lter output is larger than the desired signal. The reader is referred to 5] for more details on optimization and the weight update equations.
V. Results & Computer Simulations
Weighted order statistic type lters have been successfully applied to the smoothing of images corrupted by heavy tailed noise 23, 20]. They have not, however, been e ective at removing speci c undesired frequency content. This lack of frequency selectivity is a serious shortcoming, and is due to the limited temporal{order information used by previously de ned weighted order statistic type lters. Here, we consider the restoration of a video sequence corrupted by tone interference and additive impulsive noise. The simulations show that, by operating on both temporal and rank order information, PWOS and CWOS lters can e ectively smooth heavy tailed noise while removing undesired signal frequency content.
The lters compared through simulations are the WOS, generalized WOS (GWOS) 17], PWOS, and CWOS lters. Also included for reference are linear and L` lters. The results for each lter type are compared both quantitatively, through estimate error comparisons, and subjectively, through visual inspection. Additionally, the frequency characteristics of each lter type are compared. Before describing the simulation results, we give a description of the method used to compare the lter frequency characteristics.
Since the lters compared here are nonlinear and do not posses the additive superposition property, their frequency response depends, in general, on the input signal. One approach to evaluating the spectral behavior of such systems is to t a linear FIR lter to the nonlinear operation. The spectral characteristics of the FIR lter are then used to characterize the spectral properties of the nonlinear lter. This concept was originally proposed by Mallows 14]. The method used here was introduced in 15] as an approximation of Mallows' method. In this approach, we let S( ) be a (possibly) nonlinear lter that we wish to characterize (approximate) by the FIR lter S l ( ). The FIR lter S l ( ) can be optimized in a MSE sense to approximate S( ). Thus, if S(x) produces the sequence fd( )g, i.e., S( ) estimates fd( )g based on the (possibly) non{Gaussian sequence fx( )g, then the modeling error at instant n is e(n) =d(n) ? b T x(n); where b is the vector of weights that de nes S l ( ). Minimizing E e 2 (n) with respect to b leads to the normal equation representation of the optimal FIR lter weights, b = R ?1 P; where R = E x(n)x T (n) and P = E hd (n)x(n) i : Due to the non{linear nature of the method used to produced( ), determining the cross-correlation P is, in general, a di cult task. To simplify the problem, the adaptive scheme shown in Fig. 5 is employed here. For each of the non{linear lters in the following comparison, the optimal linear approximations are generated adaptively and the resulting frequency characteristics are compared. All lters in the simulation operate on a 5 5 window of samples. The lters are trained on the rst 2 frames of the sequence and used to lter the next 60 frames. For the PWOS and CWOS lter optimization, the methods developed in Section IV were used with a time{varying step size that decreased with the iteration number. Speci cally, a step size of the form = 1 0 +n 1 , where n is the number of iterations, was used. The best optimization results were obtained with 0 = 1000 and 1 in the range 0.01 to 0.05.
To demonstrate the variation in PWOS lter weight values, the PWOS 1; 1] lter weights for a 5 5 window are shown in Fig. 6 . The video sequence in this example was currupted by impulsive noise only (no tone), to more clearly illustrate the weight characteristics. For the PWOS 1; 1] case, each sample is weighted according to both its temporal (spatial) location and rank. The weights can thus be plotted as a mesh function of location and rank. The scan order used on the 5 5 window in this and the following simulations is shown in Fig. 7 . From Figs. 6 and 7, it can be seen that the center sample (location 13) and its nearest neighbors (locations 8, 12, 14, and 18) are given the greatest weight. This is an intuitive result since the centrally located samples are expected to to be the most highly correlated with the desired output.
The weight variation as a function rank is less pronounced. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , the extreme ranks, both highest and lowest, have the smallest weights. Consequently, these extreme order statistics are less likely to be chosen as the output. This weighting is also intuitive since the images were corrupted by impulsive noise. For such noise, the corrupted samples are most likely to be in the extremes of the ranked set. With increasingly involved interference, such as tone and additive noise, the location/rank characteristics of the weight matrix become more complex functions of both location and rank and are not as easily described. This is also true as the order of the PWOS lter increases beyond that of the PWOS 1; 1] lter. For the case with both tone interference and impulsive noise, the estimate mean absolute error (MAE) for each of the lters compared is listed in Table 1 . As expected, the estimate errors decrease as the PWOS and CWOS lter orders are increased. A similar trend is seen in the GWOS case. While the GWOS lter error decreases with an increase in order, the table shows that the lowest error values were generated by the PWOS and CWOS lters. This is true even when compared to a WOS lter operating on a 9 9 neighborhood, which has been added for reference.
In addition to the error values, Table 1 lists two measures of the algorithms' complexity: the number of parameters (weights), and the sorting complexity. The number of parameters re ects memory requirements, while the sorting complexity is a measure algorithm speed since the sorting operation is the dominant operation in the L`, WOS, GWOS, PWOS and CWOS lters 3 . The sorting complexity measure used is m log 2 m, where m is the number of samples that need to be sorted. This number is a meaningful measure of the sorting complexity since the most e cient sorting algorithms have complexity O(m log 2 m) 22], although the exact number of operations varies from algorithm to algorithm.
As can be seen in Table 1 , the PWOS memory requirements increase rapidly with the lter order. However, in both the PWOS and CWOS case, the sorting complexity is not a function of the lter order and remains xed for a given window size. In contrast, the memory requirements and the number of samples that need to be sorted for the GWOS lter are linear functions of both the window size and the lter order. While this results in a GWOS memory requirement that grows slower than in the PWOS or CWOS case, the GWOS sorting complexity grows rapidly with the lter order. This increase in sorting complexity limits the applicability of the GWOS lter in real and near real time applications. While both the PWOS and CWOS lters require only N (the window size) samples to be sorted, the CWOS lter o ers considerable memory savings over the PWOS. For instance, the (window size 25) PWOS 1; 2] lter requires 15,001 weights versus only 2,500 for the CWOS 1; 2]. Moreover, this 83% reduction in the number of weights is associated with only a 4% increase in lter error.
To illustrate the lter performance over a number of frames, the PWOS, CWOS and GWOS estimate errors are plotted in Fig. 8 for 60 frames of the \Susie" sequence. The plot shows that the PWOS 1; 2] and CWOS 2; 2] lters consistently produced lower MAE estimates than the GWOS (6) lter. Moreover, the estimate errors are consistent over the sequence, showing that the lters are robust with respect to the changing statistics in the sequence. lter estimates of frame 30 in the sequence. As can be seen from the gures, the linear lter severely smoothes the image. While this smoothing removes the strong tone interference, it also eliminates ne detail and blurs edges throughout the scene. The WOS lter, due to its ability to preserve step edges and reject outliers, blurs the image less severely than the linear lter. However, the interference tone is still visible in the WOS estimate and there is signi cant loss of detail. The L` lter output is not blurred to the the degree that the linear lter output is, but the interference is still quite evident. The GWOS(6) lter performs better than the WOS lter, rejecting the impulsive noise and removing the interference tone. The GWOS(6) lter is not, however, able to preserve the ne detail, such as the facial features. The CWOS 2; 2] lter removes the tone interference and impulsive noise while preserving much of the detail in the original picture. Moreover, the CWOS 2; 2] lter does not introduce signi cant blurring, con rming the conclusion drawn from the MAE values that the CWOS 2; 2] lter produces the best estimate.
To identify more clearly the qualitative e ects of the temporal/rank order information used by PWOS and CWOS lters, we examine the approximate frequency responses of the WOS and PWOS 1; 2] used in the simulations above.. The approximate frequency responses are computed using the discussed modi ed Mallows' method. The frequency responses are shown as labelled contour plots in Figs. 17 and 18.
As the frequency plots illustrate, the linear lter response is greatly in uenced by the impulsive noise and by the (frequency) location of the interfering tone. In compensating for the interfering tone, the linear lter frequency response is distorted for low frequencies. The WOS lter has nulls at the frequency of the tone interference, but is also distorted in the low{pass region. In contrast, the CWOS 2; 2] lter has a more evenly{shaped low-pass region and nulls at the interfering tone frequency.
VI. Conclusion
This paper introduced PWOS lters as a lattice structured lter class that generalizes WOS lters. PWOS lters operate on both temporal and rank order information, where the amount of time/rank information operated on is controlled by the lter order. This well structured lattice of lters allows for great exibility in type of problems that can be addressed through PWOS ltering: Low order lters are su cient for problems such as the rejection of outliers, while high order lters are capable of frequency selection and the modeling of nonlinear systems.
In addition to the PWOS lter development, fast optimization techniques and lter class reduction methods were derived. The lter class reduction techniques developed lead to the class of CWOS lters, which provides for a signi cant reduction in the lter parameter space while introducing minimum additional error. Simulations on a video sequence corrupted by tone interference and impulsive noise were included comparing the developed PWOS and CWOS lters to other nonlinear techniques. These simulations show that the temporal/rank order information used by PWOS and CWOS lters produces superior results compared to previously developed techniques in the processing of images corrupted by speci c frequency content and non{Gaussian noise.
